INTRODUCTION
============

Recent advances in the field of DNA nanotechnology have facilitated the creation of various dynamic DNA and RNA complexes that can function as programmable logic gates ([@gkr1209-B1; @gkr1209-B2; @gkr1209-B3]), chemical amplifiers ([@gkr1209-B4],[@gkr1209-B5]), and reconfigurable molecular structures ([@gkr1209-B6],[@gkr1209-B7]). A key feature of these complexes is that, instead of classical hybridization reactions, they can operate via a process called strand displacement---the exchange of oligonucleotides possessing partially or fully identical sequences between different thermodynamically stable multi-strand complexes ([@gkr1209-B8]) (examples are shown in [Schemes 1](#gkr1209-SCH1){ref-type="scheme"} and [2](#gkr1209-SCH2){ref-type="scheme"}). Using this mechanism, long nucleic acid complexes possessing many matched base pairs can be hybridized and dehybridized multiple times at room temperature. Moreover, since strand displacement reactions are sequence dependent and tend to be more sensitive to base mismatches than classical hybridization reactions ([@gkr1209-B9]), different dynamic complexes can be designed to operate independently of one another, or, alternatively, integrated into programmable reaction networks that can perform complex computations ([@gkr1209-B10; @gkr1209-B11; @gkr1209-B12]). Such capabilities now offer opportunities to create new classes of molecular probe technologies for molecular-cell analyses. Scheme 1.Labeling and erasing reactions for two-strand probe constructs. Scheme 2.Labeling and erasing reactions for three-strand probe constructs.

The potential of dynamic nucleic acid complexes for various biological applications are beginning to be realized ([@gkr1209-B13; @gkr1209-B14; @gkr1209-B15]). Engineered RNA hairpin devices have been used as 'smart' therapeutic technologies that can selectively react with mutant RNA transcripts *in vitro*, and, in response, produce double stranded RNA polymers that trigger cell apoptosis ([@gkr1209-B14]). Multiplexed (5-color) *in situ* detection of mRNA transcripts in fixed zebrafish embryos has also been demonstrated using similar hairpin systems ([@gkr1209-B15]). Yet, despite these advances, the translation of dynamic oligonucleotide complexes towards such applications remains generically challenging. Most candidate probe constructions are first evaluated in a test tube where displacement reactions occur in homogeneously mixed solutions ([@gkr1209-B4],[@gkr1209-B9],[@gkr1209-B16]). The environment inside cells is much more complex and heterogeneous, and even if samples are fixed and permeabilized, issues surrounding the sample penetration and probe dispersion must now be addressed. Other environmental factors may also potentially interfere with the strand displacement process, and such effects could result in unwanted reverse or side reactions. For example, many dynamic DNA complexes are designed to consume a single-stranded input (*a target*) via toehold-mediated strand displacement. Here, a small single-stranded domain (∼6 bp), called a toehold, is used to partially hybridize to the target and accelerate the initiation rates of the strand displacement reaction. Once the composite reaction is completed, a new, fully duplexed complex is produced that is considered to be an 'inert' or unreactive byproduct since it no longer possesses a single stranded toehold domain. However, molecular crowding agents present in cells (e.g. proteins and other biomacromolecules) and enhanced concentration effects due to local confinement could potentially accelerate non-toehold-mediated strand exchange events between strands within duplexed DNA complexes and other unhybridized strands present in the sample ([@gkr1209-B17]). In turn, the products formed from a displacement reaction would no long be fully inert. Thus, addressing the unique challenges of detecting biomacromolecules within cells and tissues requires characterization of the strand exchange processes within these environments and the development of approaches to potentially circumvent these types of problems.

Our group is interested in developing dynamic DNA complexes that can function as reconfigurable (erasable) molecular imaging probes for *in situ* analyses of proteins ([@gkr1209-B13]). These probes harness the strand displacement mechanism to selectively couple fluorophore-labeled oligonucleotides to DNA-tagged protein markers on cells. After these markers are visualized via fluorescence microscopy, a second strand displacement reaction is then performed to strip the dye-bearing strands from the reporting complexes that are coupled to the protein targets. With this capability, the total number of proteins that can be visualized on an individual sample is no longer limited by the spectral overlap of fluorescent dyes since the removal of dyes now allows new sets of protein markers to be detected on the same cell or tissue section. For this application, the strand displacement reactions driving the labeling and erasing of markers must be selective and efficient (high labeling and dye removal yields) to facilitate quantitation of marker levels and to ensure residual signals that remain on a sample after an erasing step do not compromise subsequent image analyses of other proteins. As with other probe systems, the use of small diffusible probe complexes is likely important to ensure their even probe dispersion throughout a sample. Finally, since individual samples will be inspected multiple times, the time required to complete the entire reiterative marker imaging procedure should be kept to a minimum. Thus, short marker labeling and erasing reaction times are highly desirable.

Herein, we evaluate the *in situ* marker labeling/erasing efficiencies and reaction kinetics of three different erasable dynamic DNA probes that contain different numbers of component strands and reactive domains. We also compare the labeling and erasing performance of probes that react with their target strands via three- and four-way strand displacement mechanisms. These analyses indicate that efficient *in situ* erasing of DNA-tagged protein targets requires probe constructions that minimize the ability of product complexes that are produced during erasure to react with and relabel free ssDNA targets within cells via strand exchange processes that are not mediated by a toehold. In particular, the avoidance of these processes appears to be important to facilitate the rapid diffusion of fluorophore-bearing strands out of the cells and into their surrounding medium during erasing reactions. Overall, we find that three-way strand displacement reactions where a single strand liberates two different strands from labeled targets support efficient erasing. Alternatively, fluorescent dyes can be removed efficiently using probe designs that exchange nucleotides via four-way strand displacement processes since these reactions produce much more 'inert' dsDNA products. While facilitating the optimization of probe designs for our application, such information should aid the development and implementation of other dynamic DNA systems that are designed for analogous biological applications.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Materials
---------

Oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT). The protein target, a recombinant green fluorescent protein, GFP-Z~E~, was produced using standard cloning and cell transfection procedures. The C-terminal leucine zipper (Z~E~) is used as an affinity tag for DNA labeling. This zipper associates strongly (*K*~D~ ∼ 10^−15^ M) with a complementary basic zipper (Z~R~) that is incorporated into a DNA-conjugated artificial protein (Z~R~-ELS~6~-ssTS) as a gene fusion ([@gkr1209-B18]). These polymers were produced according to previously reported procedures ([@gkr1209-B19]). The GFP-Z~E~ offers some advantages as a protein target for the present study since it can be outfitted with ssDNA stoichiometrically. The Z~R~-ELS~6~-ssDNA polymer is not depicted in [Schemes 1](#gkr1209-SCH1){ref-type="scheme"} and [2](#gkr1209-SCH2){ref-type="scheme"} for simplicity.

DNA probe design
----------------

Probe sequences---probe complex (PC), eraser (E) and targeting (TS) strands---were designed using similar methods to those described in Ref. ([@gkr1209-B13]). All sequences, excluding those adopted from Zhang *et al.* ([@gkr1209-B20]), were selected using a custom MATLAB script that generates random domains of specified lengths having pre-determined GC% range, while excluding previously generated domains or other prohibitive sequences (i.e. G quadruplexes), and avoiding secondary structures (e.g. hairpins). The generated domains are ranked according to their normalized two-state hybridization energies with existing probe strands using mFold ([@gkr1209-B21]). The domains are then screened through the BLAST database to minimize probe sequence homology with the mRNA transcriptome. The final domain sequences are then selected manually from this list and concatenated with other domains to create full oligonucleotide sequences that will be incorporated into a probe complex. Other global criteria such as temperature, strand concentration, and salt concentration are specified prior to domain design. A table listing the oligonucleotide sequences for all complexes and calculations of their standard free energies can be found in the [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr1209/DC1) ([Tables S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr1209/DC1) and [S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr1209/DC1)).

Fluorophores (Cy3 or Cy5) and quencher molecules (Iowa Black FQ or RQ) were incorporated in opposing strands at positions that minimized their intermolecular distances in both the probe complexes and their waste products ([Schemes 1](#gkr1209-SCH1){ref-type="scheme"} and [2](#gkr1209-SCH2){ref-type="scheme"}). For the three-strand probes (PC~3s~), this requires that the dye molecule is positioned internally within the longer strand of the complex ([Scheme 2](#gkr1209-SCH2){ref-type="scheme"}).

Cell labeling and erasing procedures
------------------------------------

CHO cells were grown on glass coverslips in F12 media supplemented with 10% FBS. After 24 h, the culture medium was replaced and the cells were transiently transfected with vector containing the GFP-Z~E~ construct using Fugene (Roche) according to the manufacturer\'s protocol. Cells were cultured for an additional 12 h to allow for GFP-Z~E~ production. The cells were then fixed using freshly prepared 4% paraformaldehyde for 30 min. Activated aldehydes resulting from the fixation procedure were quenched using 1 mg/ml NaBH~4~ for 5 min at room temperature. Afterwards, the cells were permeabilized using 0.2% Triton X-100, washed twice with PBS, and stored overnight a 4°C.

Prior to cell labeling experiments, the coverslips were rinsed twice in PBS, dried under an airstream, and then affixed to custom-fabricated micro-well chambers (10-round wells with 0.36 cm^2^ culture area and culture volume of 400 µl) using a precision-cut double sided adhesive film. The cells were re-hydrated with PBS prior to the labeling procedure. To minimize non-specific binding of the Z~R~-ELS~6~-ssTS, cells were first blocked for 2 h using a solution containing 1% BSA, 1 mg/ml Herring Sperm DNA and 0.5 µM polyT DNA in PBS. The cells were then incubated with a 400-nM solution of Z~R~-ELS~6~-ssTS for 2 h, and washed twice with PBS.

Cell labeling experiments were performed by incubating cells with solutions of 100 nM probe complexes in TAE buffer supplemented with 12.5 mM Mg^2+^. Probe deactivation/erasing reactions were performed using 1 µM of the eraser strands (E~s~) or complexes (E~c~). All cell labeling/erasing reactions were carried out for 2 h at 30°C using a rotating incubator shaker (200 rpm), except for the kinetic experiments where the reactions were performed directly on the microscope at room temperature and without shaking.

Cells were imaged using an inverted Nikon microscope outfitted with a ×40 0.95 NA objective, electronic shutters, and a 14-bit depth EMCCD camera (LucaR; Andor). A mechanical translation stage and electronic focusing mechanism was used to collect 5--10 different image fields for each sample. Images were processed using Nikon (NIS-Elements) or ImageJ software, and are presented as heat maps since this rendering enhances the contrast of low-level, remnant fluorescence signals within the 'erased' images. Average cell intensities were determined using an algorithm in NIS image that marks the boundary of a selected cell and calculates the average pixel intensity within that region.

RESULTS
=======

Dynamic DNA probe designs
-------------------------

Our previous report showed that a class of three-strand DNA complexes (PC~3s~) that have been previously integrated into catalytic networks ([@gkr1209-B20]) can also function effectively as erasable molecular imaging probes, providing linearly correlative labeling intensities and efficient \>95% dye removal ([@gkr1209-B13]). Despite this success, we believe our application would benefit from the development of somewhat smaller, 2-component probe complexes that incorporate terminal (3′ or 5′) dye molecules instead of the internal dyes in our prior design. There was concern that the internal dye placement could potentially interfere with the strand-displacement process and restrict the types of dyes that can be incorporated into a probe. To address this issue, we created several DNA probe complexes composed of two partially complementary DNA oligonucleotides (PC~2s~; [Scheme 1](#gkr1209-SCH1){ref-type="scheme"}). The marker labeling and erasing reactions for the original three-strand complexes are illustrated in [Scheme 2](#gkr1209-SCH2){ref-type="scheme"}. In both cases, the probes react with their ssDNA targets (TS) via toehold-mediated strand displacement to produce a fluorescent reporting complex (I~R~) containing an unquenched fluorophore. As a result, molecular targets that are conjugated with TS can be visualized using fluorescence microscopy. Analogously, the fluorescent reporting complexes (I~R2s~ and I~R3s~ for the two- and three-strand probes, respectively) can be displaced using a single-stranded eraser oligonucleotide (E). In principle, the quenched waste product (W) of this reaction can then be washed off the sample. Of note, the strand displacement in the labeling and erasing reactions of each probe system proceed via a three-way branch migration process ([@gkr1209-B22]), where ssDNA components displace one another.

The present PC~2s~ probes contain three distinct domains ([Scheme 1](#gkr1209-SCH1){ref-type="scheme"}): an 18-bp domain that is completely hybridized (domains 1/1\*) and two 6-bp toehold domains that are positioned adjacent to one another at one end of the complex (domains 2\* and 3\*). Reporting complexes of the PC~2s~ system are formed through a toehold-mediated exchange reaction that is initiated by binding of the probe complex to domain 2 of the TS strand. However, unlike the three-strand complexes whose reaction is completed by the release of an output strand from a second toehold domain (output A releases from domain 3 in [Scheme 2](#gkr1209-SCH2){ref-type="scheme"}), the PC~2s~ probes were designed so that TS displaces the output strand (output A) within PC~2s~ completely during the marker labeling reaction. Similarly, the I~R2s~ reporters are disassembled/erased through a displacement reaction where an eraser strand (E) binds to toehold 3\* on I~R2s~ and then displaces the TS completely from the reporting complex. Since neither reaction require the dehybidization of a toehold domain, the forward reactions during marker labeling and erasing both results in the accumulation of six additional matched bps. This design was originally chosen so that each reaction would be energetically favorable. Additionally, since the release of outputs from toehold domains could potentially lower probe-target strand exchange rates, we generally expected that this feature would accelerate our labeling and erasing reactions.

Another important distinction between the PC~2s~ and PC~3s~ probes is that their erasing reactions produce different numbers of products. For the three-strand probes, the marker erasing involves a reaction where E binds to a 4-bp domain in I~R3s~ and then displaces two strands (output B and TS) from the reporting complex. Thus, even though this reaction results in a net loss of two matched bps in the system, there is an increase in configurational entropy as the reaction proceeds forward ([@gkr1209-B20]). As discussed below, an important consequence of this design for our application is that reverse (relabeling) reactions can only occur if both B and TS bind to W simultaneously.

Finally, in an attempt to drive each reaction to completion, our protein labeling and erasing reactions all use relatively high concentrations of E (1 µM) relative to TS (∼2 nM in the total reaction volume). Thus, so long as the reactions of probes with their targets mimic the behavior one would expect in a homogenously mixed solution at these concentrations, each probe reaction should be able to reach an equilibrium distribution where the vast majority of the TS strands (\>\>95%) were either incorporated into an I~R~ complex, or erased (see [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr1209/DC1)). In principle, such behavior should support efficient labeling and erasing.

Selective *in situ* labeling and erasing of DNA-conjugated proteins
-------------------------------------------------------------------

To evaluate the labeling and erasing performance of the PC~2s~ and PC~3s~ probes, we performed two sets of *in situ* cell imaging experiments where expressed GFP proteins within fixed and permeabilized CHO cells were first outfitted with TS strands using an ssDNA-artificial protein conjugate and then reacted with either two- or three-strand probe complexes that incorporate Cy5 fluorophores ([Figures 1](#gkr1209-F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#gkr1209-F2){ref-type="fig"}). In each case, labeling intensities were evaluated after the probes were allowed to react for a period of 2 h. For practical purposes, reactions will likely need to be completed within a short time frame to implement our reiterative marker imaging technique. Figure 1.Labeling and removal of Cy5 fluorophores from protein markers via strand displacement reactions of a two-strand probe complex (PC~2s~). (**A**) Selective labeling of expressed GFP proteins in CHO cells. The images display a strong correspondence between the GFP and two-strand probe (Cy5) signals; pixel intensities of the GFP and Cy5 signals are linearly correlated (*r*^2^ = 0.94). However, OFF signal intensities indicate ∼20% of active Cy5 dye remains on the cells after the erasing reaction. (**B**) Pixel intensities for cross section indicated in the probe images in A for both the ON and OFF states of the cells. (**C**) Histogram of the average Cy5 signal intensities for the ON and OFF states of 20 cells. Cells are grouped based on their GFP whole-cell fluorescence intensities (low, medium and high levels correspond to 2000--5500, 5500--10 000 and 10 000--15 800 intensity units, respectively). Figure 2.Labeling and removal of Cy5 fluorophores from protein markers via strand displacement reactions of a three-strand probe complex (PC~3s~). (**A**) Selective labeling of expressed GFP proteins in CHO cells. The OFF reactions are now efficient, and yield a signal (cell intensity) to background (slide surface intensity) ratio of 1.08. The ratio of labeled/erased probe intensities, or ON/OFF ratio, is 28.6. This result is reflected in (**B**) pixel intensities for cross sections as well as (**C**) histogram of average, whole-cell Cy5 signal intensities for 20 cells in their ON and OFF states.

Comparisons of GFP and Cy5 signals produced after a labeling reaction show that both types of probes can selectively couple fluorophores to DNA-conjugated proteins on cells. In each case, intracellular distributions of the GFP molecules (e.g. nuclear--cytoplasm signal ratios) are reproduced, while the cells that were not transfected in the sample are not labeled. Yet, despite their similar protein labeling performance, the erasing reaction of the PC~2s~ probe system ([Figure 1](#gkr1209-F1){ref-type="fig"}) is found to be much less efficient than the PC~3s~ system ([Figure 2](#gkr1209-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Here, the erasing reaction that disassembles the two-strand I~R2s~ reporter results in residual Cy5 signals that range between 20--30% of the signal amplitudes produced by the prior marker labeling reaction, yielding an average ON/OFF ratio of 3.14. Furthermore, these unwanted 'OFF-state' signals are positively correlated with 'ON-state' Cy5 intensities ([Figure 1](#gkr1209-F1){ref-type="fig"}C, inset). The erasing performance of the three-strand complex is much better ([Figure 2](#gkr1209-F2){ref-type="fig"}). As in our prior work ([@gkr1209-B13]), 'OFF-state' signals with the three-strand complexes can barely be detected over background autofluorescence of the unlabeled cells ('OFF'-signals are only one to three times the RMS noise of the slide background), and average ON/OFF ratios are much higher (26.8). Thus, of the two different probes systems evaluated above, only the three-strand systems can function effectively as an erasable molecular imaging probe.

*In situ* kinetics of strand displacement reactions
---------------------------------------------------

We next characterized the *in situ* marker labeling and erasing kinetics of the PC~2s~ and PC~3s~ systems by monitoring the rates that probe (Cy5) signals colocalized to, and then are removed from, expressed GFP molecules that are labeled with single TS strands via a DNA-conjugated protein polymer ([Figure 3](#gkr1209-F3){ref-type="fig"}). For these analyses, cells were imaged every 5 min during the marker labeling/erasing procedures. Analyses of probe intensities show that TS-tagged GFP proteins are labeled rapidly by the two-strand probes, and that probe signals saturate within 20 min, even for the cells possessing the highest GFP expression levels. The PC~3s~ labeling reactions were somewhat slower than the PC~2s~ reactions, indicating that the release of the output strand from domain 3\* in I~R3s~ and the accumulation of 2 instead of 6 bp during this forward reaction affects the rates that markers are labeled. Nevertheless, Cy5 intensities reached their plateau levels in \<1 h, except for the very brightest cells within the sample, and are linearly correlated with the GFP intensities on a pixel-by-pixel basis, as was the case in our prior report ([@gkr1209-B13]). Thus, so long as the PC~3s~ probes are allowed to react for a sufficient period of time, both probe complexes can support efficient (relatively fast and proportionally correlative) marker labeling. Yet, [Figure 3](#gkr1209-F3){ref-type="fig"} also shows there are significant differences in the erasing kinetics of these systems. Although Cy5 fluorescence intensities decrease rapidly after the initial addition of eraser strands (E) in both cases, the PC~2s~ system erases more slowly than the PC~3s~ system. In addition, and, more importantly, the PC~2s~ erasing reaction slows appreciably after a period of ∼20 min, and significant Cy5 signals remain on the sample after the full 2-h incubation period. In contrast, fluorescence intensities drop rapidly to a value that is \<5--10% of their ON-state values within minutes during the reaction of E with three-strand I~R3s~ complex. Figure 3.Kinetics of DNA strand displacement reactions on fixed cells. (**A**) Labeling and erasing reactions of a two-strand probe complex (PC~2s~). Each curve represent the average intensity of an individual cell within the sample. The erasing reactions are inefficient and significant signals remain on the sample even after a 2-h incubation period. (**B**) Labeling and erasing reactions of a three-strand probe complex (PC~3s~) showing rapid and efficient erasing. The arrows in each plot indicate the time point where the labeling reactions were stopped and the erasing reactions were initiated.

To gain further insight into the difference between the erasing behaviors of the PC~2s~ and PC~3s~ probes, we repeated the *in situ* kinetics experiments using eraser strands that do not contain quencher molecules ([Figure 4](#gkr1209-F4){ref-type="fig"}A and B). With this modification, duplexed I~R~, W complexes, and other unidentified intermediates should all produce fluorescence signals if they remain bound to their targets or trapped within the cells during the erasing reaction. As shown in [Figure 4](#gkr1209-F4){ref-type="fig"}B, the kinetic curves measured for unquenched three-strand erasing reaction (I~R3s~ + E → W + TS + Output B) are very similar to the original plots in [Figure 3](#gkr1209-F3){ref-type="fig"}B. We therefore conclude that W is able to release from the 2\* toehold domain within TS during the erasing reaction. The lack of persistent fluorescence in this setting rules out the possibility that the dye molecule remains tethered to the GFP target but is quenched by an interaction with E (as depicted in a complex in [Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr1209/DC1)). The rapid drop of Cy5 signals during the erasing reaction in the three-strand reporter complex setting suggests that the released W complex can freely diffuse out of fixed cells. In contrast, removing the quencher from reactions of two-strand reporter complexes I~R2s~ with E results in appreciable remnant Cy5 signals on GFP transfected cells due to incomplete erasing ([Figure 4](#gkr1209-F4){ref-type="fig"}A). In fact, the residual Cy5 signal remaining on the sample during the erasing reaction ('OFF-state') is nearly 75% of that seen for in the 'ON-state'. Figure 4.Erasing kinetics using eraser strands (E) that do not incorporate quencher molecules. (**A**) Erasing reactions of a two-strand complex (PC~2s~) showing appreciable (∼75%) residual signals. (**B**) Erasing reactions of a three-strand complex PC~3s~.

The *in situ* kinetic analyses of the PC~2sC~ erasing reactions with and without quencher in [Figures 3](#gkr1209-F3){ref-type="fig"}A and [4](#gkr1209-F4){ref-type="fig"} A indicate that, while significant numbers of I~R2s~ reporters remain on the cells after 2-h incubations, fluorescently active W complexes are also somehow trapped within the cells. Because TS does not release from the waste complex via toehold dehybridization in this reaction (TS is displaced completely from the complex), we attribute that majority of the signal intensities present in [Figure 3](#gkr1209-F3){ref-type="fig"}A to fluorescently active W complexes as opposed to an unidentified, metastable intermediate-state complex. Importantly, we also find that TS-labeled GFP proteins can be selectively labeled using *in situ* reactions where the cells are simply incubated with a quenched W complex ([Figure 5](#gkr1209-F5){ref-type="fig"}). This would suggest that the W complex can directly bind to the TS strand and become fluorescently activated through a non-toehold mediated exchange of oligonucleotides. Thus, it appears that in the two-strand reporter setting (but not in the three-strand reporter setting), there may be some reverse (relabeling) reactions occurring during the erasing reaction resulting in a decreased diffusion rate of the W complex from the cell. Figure 5.Labeling of DNA-tagged GFP proteins through non-toehold mediated exchange via a reaction of TS with a quenched W complex as a probe. The concentration of the W complex was 200 nM, and the reaction was performed without adding E to the reaction mixture.

Four-way branch migration reactions facilitate efficient signal erasing
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

With the hypothesis that non-toehold-mediated exchange of oligonucleotides between W and TS complexes reduces the erasing performance of the PC~2s~ probes systems, we next tested whether a fully erasable probe composed of only two different strands could be created that exchange nucleotides via four-way ([@gkr1209-B23]) as opposed to three-way strand displacement mechanisms. To do so, the original two-strand complexes were modified such that they still bind the same TS sequence, but leave a second 2-bp toehold unhybridized within the I~R~ complex (domain 4 in [Figure 6](#gkr1209-F6){ref-type="fig"}A). As a result, while the labeling reaction proceeds near-identically to that of the original PC~2s~ systems, the four-way branch migration processes of the erasing reaction now produces two reaction products that are fully duplexed (i.e. TS is incorporated into a duplexed complex after the reaction). In this case, probe erasing rates and efficiencies are quite similar to those of the three-strand complexes ([Figure 6](#gkr1209-F6){ref-type="fig"}D). Measured 'OFF-state' intensities and reaction rates are now very close to those of the PC~3s~ system ([Figure 6](#gkr1209-F6){ref-type="fig"}B and C). Thus, four-way branch migration reactions can be used as an alternative to the multi-strand release in the PC~3s~ systems in order to create more efficient erasable probes. Figure 6.Labeling and removal of Cy5 fluorophores from protein markers using the two-strand probe complex that exchanges via a four-way branch migration process. (**A**) A scheme depicting the modified erasing reaction. (**B**) Selective labeling and erasing of expressed GFP proteins in CHO cells. (**C**) Pixel intensities for cross sections indicated in (B). (**D**) Kinetics of DNA strand displacement reactions on fixed cells showing that four-way branch migrations facilitate efficient marker erasing.

To further evaluate the utility of the four-way branch migrations for marker erasing, we also labeled expressed GFP-Z~E~ with mixture of four different DNA conjugates in a single incubation step at approximately equal molar concentrations ([Figure 7](#gkr1209-F7){ref-type="fig"}). The cells were then reacted simultaneously with two probes that couple Cy3 and Cy5 dye molecules to the GFP targets bearing the TS1 and TS2 strands. In a single incubation step, these two dyes can be removed from the sample using the four-way displacement mechanism, yielding average ON/OFF ratios that are \>10:1. Subsequently, two new complexes can be used to label GFP molecules coupled to the TS3 and TS4 targets in a second round of marker labeling. After this step, the probe Cy3 and Cy5 signals reappear at levels that are similar to those produced in the first labeling step. The second labeling produced Cy3 and Cy5 signals were 60% and 120% of their corresponding ON-state values (note: the dyes are now coupled to different TS strands on the sample; some of this variability can come from differences in the concentrations of the conjugated polymers used to couple the four different TS strands to the GFP target). Importantly, 'OFF'-state signals of the cells only constitute 2--6% of the measured 'ON'-state signals produced by the second labeling reaction, and, hence, contribute little to the signals generated after the second set of TS markers were labeled. These experiments therefore indicate the four-way displacement mechanism can be used to create multiple erasable probes that can be used to label multiple sets of markers with the same color dyes, or even to perform replicate measurements using different probes for standardization purposes. Figure 7.Multiplexed (multi-color) and reiterative (sequential) labeling of four different TS strands coupled to the GFP-Z~E~ targets at equimolar ratios. The scheme at the left depicts the labeling steps for each set of probe images.

DISCUSSION
==========

The ability to control the exchange of nucleotides between different dynamic DNA complexes offers opportunities to create new classes of molecular-cell detection and imaging probes that are reconfigurable, adaptive, and that can perform complex logic functions. However, realizing this potential requires more detailed characterization of strand displacement reactions within cellular environments. Herein, we compared the efficiencies and rates that different dynamic DNA complexes can exchange strands within fixed cell samples as they undergo chemical reactions that either selectively couple (label) or remove (erase) oligonucleotides bearing fluorescent dye molecules to and from DNA-tagged proteins. One of the goals of this study is to define simple probe designs containing a minimal number of component strands that can function effectively as erasable molecular imaging probes. Since this capability allows fluorophores to be removed from a sample and then the same color dyes to be reused to label new proteins, this functionality should facilitate more comprehensive biomarker analyses where multiple sets of proteins are visualized on the same cell or tissue samples. Due to the spectral overlap of fluorescent dye molecules, the number of markers that can be visualized using fluorescence microscopy and permanently stained samples is typically limited to three to five proteins. However, this number can be at least doubled using our reiterative labeling and erasing procedure, and hence, one could detect at least 6--10 proteins using standard, three to five color fluorescence microscopy procedures, while avoiding the use of temperature, bleaching, or caustic chemicals to remove dyes from sample. Moreover, several spectral deconvolution microscopy approaches have been developed that offer opportunities to increase the number of markers that are detected during a single round of fluorescence microscopy. Combining this capability with our reiterative labeling techniques could therefore facilitate even more extensive *in situ* analyses of protein markers.

In the course of optimizing our probe designs, we found that dyes cannot be removed efficiently from their targets using three-way displacement reactions between relatively simple two-strand duplexes and ssDNA targets. The mechanistic basis for this poor response is revealed in the kinetic analyses of our probes' erasing reaction. Erasing reactions that incorporate quenchers in E show that significant numbers of reporters complexes (I~R2s~) remain on the cells after a 2-h reaction; it is our experience that \>12-h incubations are necessary to achieve significantly lower fluorescent levels. Further experiments where the quencher is removed from E suggests that the W complexes are kinetically trapped within the cells' volume and do not diffuse beyond the cell boundary within this time period. This behavior is somewhat surprising given the high E concentrations (1 µM) and reaction volume (100 µl) used for the erasing experiments. With such an excess of E relative to the total number of I~R2s~ reporting complexes on the cells, there should be a strong driving force to push the erasing reaction forward. However, given the compartmentalization of the GFP targets within the cells, the local concentration of TS and W can be quite high: 1400--15 000 GFP/µm^3^ or 25--250 µM according to GFP intensity analyses. Thus, high local target concentrations could serve to drive the reverse (relabeling) reaction (W + TS → I~R2s~ + E). Of note, the analogous reverse reaction (I~R2s~ + output A → TS + PC~2s~) could be affecting the marker labeling step. Yet, the probe labeling intensities appear to saturate rapidly (\<30 min) and still yield marker intensities that are linearly correlated with GFP levels.

Interestingly, the failure of the two-strand probes to erase efficiently occurs even though the W complex of the two-strand probes (PC~2s~) do not contain a toehold, implying the reverse (relabeling) reactions occur via non-toehold mediated exchange process. Indeed, experiments involving reactions of quenched W also produce fluorescent signals that colocalize with the TS-tagged GFP molecules, confirming non-toehold-mediated exchange can occur. Furthermore, reactions between ssDNA and duplexed complexes have been shown to be enhanced when molecular crowding agents are present in solution ([@gkr1209-B17]). Thus, it is possible that, in addition to the local confinement of targets, proteins and other macromolecules present within the cells (e.g. blocking reagents) act similarly as crowding agents that further accelerate the rates of non-toehold-mediated strand exchange.

An important consequence of non-toehold-mediated exchange reactions is that they can influence the effective diffusive mobilities of oligonucleotides and DNA complexes within cell samples. Through this reaction, strands containing the fluorophores will interact transiently with multiple immobilized TS strands as they diffuse towards the cell boundary. These interactions can therefore lower the rates at which the fluorophore containing strands are released from the sample. While this effect limits removal of dyes from cell samples during our marker erasing procedure, analogous reverse and side reactions could potentially influence abilities to integrate the reactions between different dynamic DNA complexes for other biological detection applications. Nevertheless, the analyses of the three-strand probe complexes (PC~3s~) indicate these issues can be mitigated using probe designs where the reaction of a probe with its DNA target is entropically favorable and two output strands are produced by the reaction. In the case of the three-strand probe complexes, both outputs must bind to the W complex simultaneously in order to produce a fluorescently active complex that is stably bound to TS. As a result, W complexes are less likely to reassociate with TS and can more readily diffuse out of the cells. Alternatively, efficient marker erasing can be achieved using probes that react via four-way branch migration processes. This mechanism produces two fully duplexed waste products instead of only one, and hence, both products are much less likely to exchange their strands, but also, should be less reactive towards other oligonucleotide complexes present within cells. While such control has allowed our group to create a series of erasable imaging probes that facilitate the reiterative labeling of cell samples, overall, we anticipate these adaptations will be generically important to the development of other probe technologies that harness the unique functionalities of dynamic DNA complexes.
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